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The hotel is  expected to open in the winter of 2023. Image courtesy of Fontainebleau Development
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Hospitality group Fontainebleau is revealing the initial plans for the new luxury retail experience to be featured at
Fontainebleau Las Vegas, the group's new resort destination in Nevada.

The company's development team says it is  embracing the property's integrated design to create a shopping district
that will span 90,000 square feet and feature approximately 35 luxury retail concepts across two levels. The property
is expected to open in late 2023.

"Fontainebleau Las Vegas' unique vertical design gives us great creative flexibility when it comes to our retail
space," said Brett Mufson, president of Fontainebleau Development, in a statement.

"We are incorporating other elements of the Fontainebleau brand into our space, making for a seamless guest
experience and generating unprecedented exposure and foot traffic for our retail partners."

Luxury in Las Vegas
The Fontainebleau Las Vegas resort shopping district will be visible from the larger resort ecosystem, as each space
is being designed to neighbor Fontainebleau's 173,000-square-foot casino, dining experiences and other offerings.

Development for Fontainebleau Las Vegas began in 2005.
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The retail experience is  intended to be seamless ly integrated with other elements  of the hotel. Image courtesy of Fontainebleau Development

According to the company, the goal of Fontainebleau Las Vegas is to establish a new level of modern-day luxury for
the guest, continuing a tradition of collaboration with designers that originated with Morris Lapidus at the
Fontainebleau Miami property.

Renowned branding and design visionary Peter Arnell, leads Fontainebleau's property-wide branding and design,
alongside experienced designers to develop destinations throughout the resort that reflect the brand's essence and
design ethos.

These partnerships include NYC-based Rockwell Group, London-based David Collins Studio, as well as other
architects and designers.

At its property in Miami, Fontainebleau is leveraging mobile and digital capabilities to ease guests' experiences at
the hotel.

With hotel software creator StayNTouch, Fontainebleau is recognizing the demand for mobile options while
understanding the hesitation among guests to download an app they will only use while at the hotel. Fontainebleau's
dedication to best accommodating their consumer through digital touch points may set a precedent that focuses on
mobile Web, not mobile apps (see story).
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